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SERIES EDITORIAL

The Design and implementation of Devices, Circuits, and 
Systems Series publishes original articles that cover a broad 
range of topics and application areas in telecommunication 

devices, circuits, and systems advances and developments.  
This January 2022 issue features three articles that cover a 

diverse range of topics in the design and implementation of com-
munication circuits and systems. These include the design and 
implementation of communication systems from a batched net-
work coding perspective; the other two articles included in this 
Series are more oriented toward practical applications that cover a 
use case in infectious disease quarantine using dynamic geofenc-
ing and neuronal communications with memristive circuits.

The first article, “Network Communication Protocol Design 
from the Perspective of Batched Network,” is contributed 
by Raymond Yeung, recipient of the 2022 Claude E. Shan-
non Award and the 2021 IEEE Richard W. Hamming Medal.  
It describes the optimization of network parameters such as 
throughput, latency, and operational reliability through a general 
network communication protocol design based on batched net-
work coding (BNC).

The second article, “A New COVID-19 Quarantine Directive: 
QDex Evaluated Dynamic Geofencing,” introduces an epidemic 
control scheme by using a performance scoring quarantine index.  
It documents the challenges as well as limitations in connection 
with the implementation of such scheme utilizing geofencing.

The last article, “A Brain-inspired In-Memory Computing Sys-
tem for Neuronal Communication via Memristive Circuits,” pro-
poses a novel circuit design of a multimodal signal processing 
system for neuronal communications. In addition, the article also 
discusses the implementation challenges associated with compu-
tational complexity as well as energy efficiency.

The Series welcomes contributions from various industrial sec-
tors that cover virtually any type of communication system and 
application area. Prospective authors interested in submitting an 

article are strongly encouraged to discuss their intended contribu-
tion with any one of the Series Editors prior to submitting an article 
in order to ensure that the article will be appropriate for the Series.
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